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Details of Visit:

Author: velocirapture
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 26 May 2012 11.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07732207445

The Premises:

A discreet ground floor flat a block or so from the High Street. Comfortable, adequately furnished,
with a working shower (not always the case in my experience). Best to park in the Queensmere or
Observatory car parks. Felt totally safe.

The Lady:

Mazule has classic Slavic features - you can see how she looks from her pics, but the reality is so
much better. To me, her looks are exotic and a real turn-on. Her physique I would describe as
athletic - with a few miles on the clock. If you like skinny model types, she's not for you. If you're
looking for an experienced woman with curves in the right places, she's the one. She is warm and
welcoming, friendly, worldly-wise, and (I think) unshockable.

The Story:

We discussed the 90-minute booking I had made and agreed that probably one hour would be
better on this occasion - and she was right. I enjoyed a massage, firm and expertly delivered, with a
generous helping of my favourite - prostate massage. Mazule has strong hands, and knows exactly
which buttons to press to produce the desired effect; after this, I turned over and she proceeded to
turn up the heat with some vigorous DFK. This was followed by prolonged HR and oral; when I was
pumped up to just the right degree of arousal, we went for the grand finale, with Mazule on top. We
went at it until the earth moved and the bells rang - then a gentle comedown brought me back to
Planet Earth. The shower was clean, easy to operate, and before long I was back in "Come Friendly
Bombs" territory with a big smile on my face.
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